Abstract. In service-oriented architectures (SOA) the process of service discovery involves the matchmaking between service advertisements and service requests. Most approaches assume that both service advertisements and service requests are expressed using the same description language as well as domain ontologies. However, in large-scale open environments that assumption does not hold. In this paper we present a method that addresses the semantic mismatches at service description level. In particular, we focus on the alignment of service description models and service matchmaking on the unified request and advertisements. We propose a matchmaking method that encompasses different semantic, syntactic and hybrid service description languages.
Introduction
In multi-agent systems, agents communicate with the aim of achieving their objectives. An individual agent may require a service to be performed by another entity. There are several stages since an agent identifies a given need until the service that provides it is eventually executed. First, the agent identifies some functionality that it is not able to perform or that might be executed more efficiently by an external entity. Then, candidate service providers must be located. Once a set of potential providers is known, the agent must choose one among them. This decision can be made based on several factors such as quality of service, price, reputation, etc. After the selection is made the two agents might engage in a negotiation about the conditions under which the service is going to be performed.
In this paper we concentrate on the phase of provider location. Distributed service directories and efficient decentralised matching techniques are essential for dynamic and scalable Web service discovery.
The process of discovering and interacting with a Semantic Web Service includes [4] candidate service discovery (match advertised service descriptions against specifications from requesters), service engagement, and service enactment.
Several description frameworks to annotate provided services on the one hand and express service requests on the other have been proposed. They range from logicbased complex and expressive semantic service descriptions (e.g. OWLS [25] , WSMO [3] ) to syntactical ones (WSDL [5] , keywords, tag clouds), with some approaches in between (SAWSDL [9] ). In this context, several frameworks to semantically match service advertisements and requests have been presented in the literature [11, 14, 23, 28] .
In open environments the mechanisms for locating appropriate services have to struggle with the additional problem of semantic mismatches among the service description models or languages as well as domain ontologies used to specify the concepts in the descriptions. Note that most approaches assume the use of the same language for both service advertisements and requests. Therefore, semantic alignment mechanisms need to be purposefully integrated into the service discovery process.
The contributions of this paper are: i) an architecture for service discovery where semantic alignment mechanisms are integrated into, ii) an alignment technique for different service description models, and iii) a service matchmaking method that uses the aligned services.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present an abstract architecture for semantic service discovery, which pays especial attention to semantic alignments of service descriptions. In section 3, we propose a service description model alignment including an integrated model which contains all the significant characteristics of the most important existing models. We propose a service matching framework in section 4, which includes two complementary methods. Finally, we review related works in section 5 and present some conclusions and future work.
2 Service Discovery Architecture Figure 1 illustrates the proposed architecture that defines the service discovery functionality. The architecture comprises the building components to match a service request against a service advertisement. In particular, this proposal pays special attention to the problem of semantic mismatches between descriptions. Semantic mismatches are considered at two different levels:
• Service description models. Services (advertisements and requests) might be described using different languages or models (e.g. OWL-S, WSMO, SAWSDL, ...).
• Domain ontology concepts. Since semantic service descriptions rely on the use of domain ontologies, the second type of mismatch is due to the use of different domain ontologies to specify the concepts used in the descriptions.
Fig. 1 Service Discovery Architecture
In the first step, we describe the mapping from the original models into a general common model (GCM) for service discovery purposes that integrates the relevant characteristics of service description languages. Therefore, service model alignment consists of mapping both descriptions (request and advertisement) into the GCM. Note that service description approaches not only differ in the language in which they are written. They are classified at different levels of expressiveness, ranging from complex, formal, logic-based semantic descriptions to lightweight syntactical ones.
The Service Matching module takes those two descriptions and returns the degree of match between them. As we will see in section 4, service matchmaking may include syntactic and semantic matching of description fragments (depending on the source descriptions). Semantic matchmaking algorithms usually include a semantic concept matching process to analyze the (similarity) relation between concepts used in advertisements and requests. In particular, we propose two complementary approaches: a structural matching focused on the structure of descriptions and a second one that focuses on the behavior of services. As it was pointed out above, those concepts might belong to different ontologies so a Semantic Concept Alignment is carried out to solve this problem. In this case, we keep a local knowledge base of alignments and assume the existence of an external registry of alignments. The local knowledge base acts as a cache of alignments used in previous matching. The external alignment registry is consulted to avoid carrying out a process of ontology matching if there is an alignment published by third parties.
In the next sections we detail the building blocks of the proposed architecture.
As commented above, service model alignment consists of defining a common model for two different ones (the request and the candidate services), and mapping descriptions expressed in those source models into the common model. This transformation may produce a loss of expressiveness in at least one of the original descriptions, especially if they use models with different expressiveness power. Here, we do not aim at the design of a unified model with the intersection of all the existing ones, which would probably lead us to the definition of a very simple (lightweight) model to account for all the different source models. However, we envision the definition of mappings between pairs of them, thus keeping that particular common model as close to the original ones as possible. Besides, this approach is more modular and flexible to consider new models. Model-to-Model alignments consist of three steps: 1. Conceptual analysis of characteristics finding mappings between models. Note that this task can be done focusing on service matchmaking, i.e. only the aspects considered by the matching techniques have to be mapped. 2. Definition of a common model language (CML), which might be one of the originals. The use of standard languages is encouraged here. 3. Implementation of a tool for automatic transformation of service descriptions from the original models to the CML.
In the next subsection we describe the characteristics of most popular service description approaches, so as to propose a model, which encompasses the different common models. Afterwards, we present a unified common model for matchmaking that integrates the specific CMLs as well as mappings from the different service descriptions models.
Service description approaches
In this section we describe different approaches to service description. We include semantic models (OWL-S, WSMO), syntactic models (WSDL), hybrid (SAWSDL), as well as other lighter approaches (keyword-, cloud-, and text-based service descriptions). For each approach, we present a brief description and a formal specification of the selected characteristics from a matchmaking point of view. Semantic service descriptions include concepts defined in some domain ontologies. In the following, we consider such domain ontology Q, and N represents the set of concept names. Q can be considered as the union of all domain ontologies used by the different service descriptions. [25] is an OWL ontology characterized by three modules: Service Profile, Process Model and Grounding. The service profile is used to describe what the service does; it takes a global view of the service independently of how this function is realized by the service. The process model is used to describe how the service is used; and the grounding is used to describe how to interact with the service. The service profile and process model are thought of as abstract characterizations of a service, whereas the grounding makes it possible to interact with a service by providing the necessary concrete details related to message format, transport protocol, and so on. The service profile is crucial in the web service discovery process since it describes the capabilities of web services.
OWL-S. Web Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S)
Formally, we define a service S, described in OWL-S by S = <I, O, P, E, C, T> where:
• I ⊆ N represents a set of inputs (defined by the property hasInput), where each input I k ∈ I is a concept defined in a domain ontology (I k ∈ N ).
• O⊆ N represents a set of outputs (defined by the property hasOutput), where each output O k is a concept of an ontology (O k ∈ N ).
• P ⊆ N represents a set of preconditions (defined by the property hasPrecondition), where each precondition P k is a concept of an ontology (P k ∈ N ). When there are more than one precondition they must be interpreted as logical conjunctions expressing conditions over the state of the world, e.g.
• E ⊆ N represents a set of effects (defined by the property hasResult), where each effect E k is a concept of an ontology (E k ∈ N ). Analogously, in case of several effects, all of them must be fulfilled.
• C ⊆ N represents a set of categories (defined by the property hasCategory),
where each category C k is a concept of an ontology (C k ∈ N ) (e.g. NAICS [27] or UNSPSC [40] ).
• T: string is a plain text description of the Web service (defined by the property textDescription).
WSMO. Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.] offers four key components to model different aspects of Semantic Web Services in WSML: ontologies, goals, services, and mediators. Besides these main elements, non-functional properties such as accuracy, network related QoS, performance, scalability, and reliability are used in the definition of WSMO elements that can be used by all its modelling elements. Ontologies provide the terminology used by other elements to describe the relevant aspects of the domains of discourse. Goals state the intentions that should be solved by web services and are representations of one or more objectives which need to be fulfilled. WSMO web service descriptions consist of functional, non-functional and the behavioural aspects necessary for web service discovery. Web Service descriptions are defined into WSMO capability by their precondition, postcondition, assumption, effect, and their nonFunctionalProperties (title, subject, description). Finally, mediators resolve interoperability problems and describe elements to overcome incompatibility problems between different elements on data, process and protocol level.
For our service discovery approach, WSMO and OWL-S share the same formalization, i.e., S = <I, O, P, E, C, T>, although these components are obtained in WSMO from different fields. In particular: I (precondition), O (postcondition), P (assumption), E (effect), C (subject), T (description).
WSDL. Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [5] is an XML-based language for syntactically describing the service, including the service name, functions, and input and output parameters. WSDL is most commonly used with SOAP and XML to make these services available over the Internet. This allows the reuse of abstract definitions: messages, which are abstract descriptions of the data being exchanged, and port types which are abstract collections of operations. The concrete protocol and data format specifications for a particular port type constitute a reusable binding. A port is defined by associating a network address with a reusable binding, and a collection of ports define a service. Frequently, WSDL describes the public interface to the web service in UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) [39] , which provides a web wide registry of web services. Currently web services are described using WSDL descriptions which provide operational information and it is limited in its search services by its inability to extend beyond the keyword-based matches.
Formally, we define a WSDL service S = <I, O, T> where:
• I ⊆ ∑ * , where ∑ ={a, …, z}, represents a set of inputs (strings extracted from the wsdl:input element defined in the messages of operations).
• O⊆ ∑ * , where ∑ ={a, …, z}, represents the set of outputs (wsdl:output).
• T is a string containing the Web service documentation (wsdl:documentation).
SAWSDL. Semantic Annotations for WSDL and XML Schema (SAWSDL) [9] introduces three new extension attributes for using in WSDL and XML Schema documents, and discusses some of their possible uses. The extension attribute modelReference is used to specify the association between a WSDL or XML Schema component and a concept in some semantic model. It is used to annotate XML Schema type definitions, element declarations, and attribute declarations as well as WSDL interfaces, operations, and faults. The schema mapping attributes, liftingSchemaMapping and loweringSchemaMapping, are intended for specifying mappings between semantic data and XML. SAWSDL allows service discovery via a direct annotation of the types (simple or complex) and elements that express the content of inputs and outputs of WSDL operations. The addition of these attributes requires no other changes to existing WSDL or XML Schema documents, or the manner in which they had been used previously. Note that it is possible that some of the elements are not semantically annotated.
Formally, we define a service, S, described in SAWSDL by S = <I, O, T> where:
• I=<I syn , I sem > is a pair of sets containing the inputs not semantically annotated (I syn ⊆ ∑ * , ∑ ={a, …, z}) and those annotated with concepts from ontologies (I sem ⊆ N).
• O=<O syn , O sem > represents the set of annotated (O sem ) and not annotated (O syn ) outputs • T, of type string, is the Web service documentation.
Keyword-based descriptions. A typical way of describing resources is by annotating them using keywords (or tags). Service descriptions are also possible following this approach. For example, seekda! 2 web service search engine includes free text and tag descriptions provided by service users, as well as WSDL files. Although keywords are usually considered free text, they may be defined using concepts from ontologies (usually taxonomies). Thus, we admit two kinds of keyword-based descriptions (K): syntactic (free text) and semantic (ontology-based).
Formally, K = <K syn , K sem >, where:
• K syn ⊆ ∑ * , with ∑={a, …, z}, is a set of syntactic keywords • K sem ⊆ N, is a set of semantic keywords Note that, depending on the service description annotation framework, K may only include syntactic or semantic keywords. For example, for services annotated in seekda!, which only include free text keywords, K sem = φ.
Tag Clouds based descriptions. Tags are short informal descriptions, often one or two words long, used by Web users to describe online resources. The advantage of using tags in the context of service discovery is that they supply a user-defined vocabulary based on a consensus of how the service is perceived or used in the world [10, 30] . Unlike simple keyword search, we envision tag clouds associated with services themselves as semantic descriptions carrying collaborative knowledge about the service.
A tag-cloud-based service description is a set of pairs TC = {<t, n>| t ∈ ∑ * , ∑={a, …, z}, n∈N}, where t is a free text tag and n is the frequency of the tag t in the cloud. Tag clouds are used in faceted browsing and often displayed graphically there, emphasizing the weight n by the font size of a tag. The frequency n, which denotes the weight of a particular tag, might be obtained from explicitly annotations of the services or, in frameworks where users can annotate their perception of service, by counting the number of users that included the tag t in their annotation of that service.
Textual descriptions. Services can be defined by free text human-readable information. For these kinds of descriptions service discovery is based on information retrieval techniques (IR).
Common Model for Service Discovery
In order to establish the relationships between the different service description models, we set out from existing conceptual comparisons between OWL-S and WSMO [21, 33] , OWL-S, SAWSDL, WSDL [19, 29] and simple descriptions such keywords and free text to obtain a general model description of services that facilitates their discovery.
From the analysis of the different approaches to service descriptions (section 3.1) we define the GCM with the following elements: inputs, outputs, preconditions, effects, keywords, textual description, category and tag cloud. Definition 1. Let N be a set of concepts of domain ontologies, a general common model (GCM) for service discovery is a tuple <I GCM , O GCM , P GCM , E GCM , K GCM , C GCM , T GCM , TC GCM >, where:
• I GCM = <I syn , I sem > is the set of syntactic (I syn ∈{a, .., z} * ) and semantic (I sem ⊆ N) inputs of the service.
• O GCM = <O syn , O sem > is the set of syntactic (O syn ∈{a, ..., z} * ) and semantic
is the sets of syntactic and semantic keywords, where
• C GCM is a set of categories of the service, described semantically (C sem ⊆ N) (e.g. NAICS or UNSPSC).
• T GCM is a textual description of the service.
• TC GCM is a tag cloud. TC GCM = {<t, n>| t ∈ {a, …, z} * , n ∈ N}.
We opt for using RDF as the representation language for the GCM. RDF is a W3C recommendation for representing data on the Web. A lot of RDF contents and tools to process them are available. Although RDF is less expressive than OWL-S, WSMO and SAWSDL, it is enough for representing the information needed for semantic service search. Furthermore, the use of RDF may also allow the exploitation of SPARQL [41] to query service descriptions. Table 1 shows how the different elements of the GCM can be obtained from each source service description model. The first column specifies the element of the GCM, while each cell contains the value mapped from the model shown in the first row.
Mapping service descriptions into the GCM
There are many straightforward mappings that consist of simple associations between parameters in both models. For instance, in OWLS/WSMO I GCM =< Ø , pt(I)> because they only provide semantically described inputs I (I sem ), where pt(I)={ t | t=parameterType(i) ∀i∈I}. The contrary applies to WSDL, where only the syntactic values are filled (I GCM =<I, Ø>). However, SAWSDL may contain both syntactic and semantic descriptions explicitly, thus I GCM = <I syn , I sem >. The same is applied to the outputs. Trivial mappings apply to preconditions (P GCM ), effects (E GCM ), categories (C GCM ) and textual descriptions (T GCM ).
However, some fields (tag-clouds, keywords) may not be explicitly described by a given model but they can be obtained from the rest of the description. To reduce the possibility of loss of expressiveness when matching two services described in models of different expressiveness level, these fields are discovered and filled automatically using information from other available fields. For example, Tag-clouds can be calculated from textual descriptions by means of a function ∆(T), which returns the k most relevant words from the text T as well as their frequency. We adopt information retrieval (IR) techniques to obtain that information through a process of (i) word extraction using TF-IDF or quadgram-based methods [35] , (ii) stemming, and (iii) filtering out non-relevant terms (chosen heuristically). In addition, The set of input concept names N(I) and output concept names N(O) in semantic descriptions (OWL-S, WSMO, SAWSDL) are considered for the cloud with non-character symbols removed and converted to lowercase. The case of keyword-based service descriptions (where no text is included), a plain cloud is created with frequency 1 for every keyword in the description.
Syntactic keywords can be easily obtained from tag clouds (either original or calculated with ∆), by simply adopting the k most relevant words (function τ(TC), being TC a tag-cloud). The set of input and output concept names as well as their parameter types (pt(I) and pt(O)) are also adopted as syntactic and semantic keywords, respectively. It should be noticed that the syntactic keywords and semantic keywords are two disjoint sets, essentially, "semantic keywords" is a set of ontological concepts while syntactic keywords carries no semantic information. We treated these two components differently in the matchmaking process which can be seen in Sect. 4 .
The complexity of the mapping depends largely on the original description model. Semantic fields are extracted directly from the original description, no additional processing is required. On the other hand, syntactic information often needs to be preprocessed, e.g. stemming and filtering out non-relevant terms, due to the nature that syntactic information in service descriptions are usually short, the time required for pre-processing the syntactic information is considered negligible for both human users and software agents. Figure 2 sumarises the characteristics of the GCM that can be obtained from each original service description model. Fig. 2 Mapping to GCM
Examples
In this section we show our proposal with an example of a novel reservation service 3 , a service that returns information of person who has booked a given novel. We present an OWL-S and a SAWSDL representation of that service, as well as their mapping to the GCM.
3.4.1
OWL-S Figure 3 shows a partial view of the OWL-S profile for that service. In particular, it shows the definition of the input _NOVEL and output _PERSON. Thus, we can see that the semantic input/output concepts are obtained from the value of the parameterType property (in this case books 4 :Novel and books:Person) of OWL-S input _NOVEL and output _PERSON in the service. From the OWL-S service description we can obtain the service mapping described in the GCM according to Table 1 . There are no syntactic inputs/outputs, and the semantic inputs would be the semantic concepts (parameter types) of inputs I. The tag cloud includes the most relevant words of the text T as well as their frequency. The syntactic keywords are obtained using tag clouds with frequency 1 as well as the inputs and outputs concept names. As for the semantic keywords the semantic concepts of inputs and outputs (parameter types of inputs I and outputs O) are taken. Therefore:
TC GCM > where: TC GCM = {<novel,2>, <person,2>, <reserve,1>, <book, 1>}.
SAWSDL
We define a novel reservation service 6 Note that we consider semantic annotation for every input and output. In this case, we use books:Novel, and books:Person, support:Calendar-Date to annotate inputs and outputs related to airports and dates, respectively.
From the SAWSDL service description we obtain the following service mapping described in the GCM. 
Service Matchmaking
In this section, we first present a unified method for matching both semantic and syntactical similarities. Then we introduce two service-matching approaches: the first approach presented in subsection 4.2 concentrates on the services' structural level, which is fundamental for the successful invocation and execution of services; the second approach is complementary, it tackles the "I/O" pitfall problem and reduces the loss of expressiveness during matching.
Concept Matching
Since service descriptions are composed by several elements or fields, each of them is defined by concept descriptions (syntactical or semantic), the process of matchmaking includes a concept matching task. This function takes two concepts, C A (advertisement) and C R (request), and returns the degree of match between them. For semantic concepts, many of the current proposals for defining the degree of match between service advertisements and requests are based on subsumption checking of concepts present in inputs and outputs of service descriptions. We adopt the four degrees of match proposed by Paolucci et al. [28] : exact (C A = C R ), plug-in (C R subsumes C A ), subsumes (C A subsumes C R ) and fail (otherwise).
Several similarity (or distance) measures for concept matching have been proposed in the literature, although their application to the concrete domain of service matching is very limited. One of the most well known distance measures between concepts is the length of the shortest path between them in the taxonomy, proposed by Rada et al [34] . Other proposals further refine that approach ( [22, 24, 42] ).
We propose a combination of service matching and concept similarity. In [11] we describe how both approaches can be combined into a unified service selection framework which returns a numeric value that can be used for ranking services. The ranking function compares the level of match first (exact, plugin, subsumes, fail), and then the level is refined with the (numerical) similarity value. The degree of match between two concepts is defined as follows. This method can also be applied to syntactical values and category information by using lexical database, such as WordNet [26] and public classification taxonomies, like UNSPSC and NAICS, respectively. Most of these systems are hierarchically organized. Therefore Definition 2 and sim can be utilized.
Structural Matching
Since service descriptions consist of several components (inputs, outputs, ...), the similarity between services must be defined based on its individual elements (e.g. each of its inputs) and aggregation operators.
For service matching, given the GCM representation of the service advertisement (GCM A ) and the service request (GCM R ), we analyze the common elements defined in them. Only those non-empty fields belonging to the intersection of both (GCM A ∩ GCM R ) are considered here, as they define the common model to A and R (CM AR ).
For each pair of the common elements we propose a matching algorithm taking into account the semantic concept matching, being boolean (0, 1) in the case of syntactic values. Finally an aggregation function is applied to combine the results.
Definition 3. Given a service request GCM R and a service advertisement GCM A where, according to Definition 1,
Then, the degree of match between GCM R and GCM A is calculated as:
IM, OM, KM, CM and TCM are defined below.
As a service matching example, we will use the services described in sections 3. 
Output matching (OM).
In line with Paolucci's proposal [28] , an output matches if and only if for each output of the request there is a matching output in the service description, i.e. the service provides all the outputs required.
Given O R = <O 
The semantic match is obtained by taking, for each output in the request, the best match (section 4.1) against the ones in the advertisement. The worst case (minimum value) is then chosen to combine the best matches, i.e.:
The syntactical match is obtained in a similar way. To apply function conceptMatch to syntactical information, a third-party lexical database with taxonomy, such as WordNet, is required. The syntactical outputs are first mapped to a concept in WordNet and then conceptMatch can be applied using the taxonomy provided by WordNet. Essentially, OSynM is a composed function:
where Map is a function that maps syntactic outputs to concepts in the external taxonomy.
Input matching (IM).
For input matching (IM), an analogous approach is followed, but with the order of request and advertisement reversed.
Precondition/Effect matching (PM/EM).
Since preconditions and effects can usually not be expressed in a taxonomy or ontological hierarchy, rather more complex formalisms (e.g. SWRL rules) are proposed to describe these. Several approaches have been proposed for service constraints matching (Preconditions/Effects) [15, 38, 16] , most of these approaches are based on theta-subsumption checking between two sets of clauses, originally proposed in [38] . However, theta-subsumption is NP-complete in general, the efficiency and practicability is yet to be proven. On the other hand, constrains are rarely seen in practice among service descriptions [18] .
For these reasons we consider preconditions and effects specified by concept definitions, and keep them as they were specified in the original model. Thus, the preconditions and effects will not participate in the structural matching. In next section, we propose an approach that exploits preconditions and effects to reveal the behavioural information of services.
Keyword matching (KM)
Given R = K R = <K We adopt Ehrig [8] measure to compare sets of concepts:
, a analogously. Where r n and a n denote the n-th keywords in service request and advertisement respectively.
Tag-cloud matching (TCM)
In the context of service matching, tag-clouds have a natural correspondence to the typical vector space model used in standard information retrieval. Using the vectorspace model, each tag-cloud is represented as a vector in term space and each term in the vector is weighted according to the standard TF-IDF weighting scheme [36] . In the vector-space model, similarity is calculated using the cosine measure. This is similar to the calculation of keyword matching defined in the previous section, if we consider keywords as a tag-cloud with frequency 1 applied to each element. Therefore, the tag-clouds matching is calculated as: 
Category matching (CM)
For the category field, which may be described by a concept from ontology, [0...1] value or the result of the semantic concept similarity function is taken, respectively.
We require that for each category in the request R at least there is one matching category in A. Therefore, similar to output matching:
Finally, service matching must combine the similarity value for each of these fields, Definition 3 (dom(GCM R , GCM A )). Different options can be considered for f: One should notice that the textual information would not participate in the aggregation calculation as it is always transformed into tag-clouds. If we consider those fields as a conjunctive set (i.e. all are expected to be matched) then a triangular norm (e.g. the minimum) can be used.
For the moment, a more general approach is taken: a weighted sum of each similarity, where the weighting parameters are the contribution of the corresponding components of the GCM. The contribution of each component is calculated using a logistic function:
where n c denotes the number of elements in component C, and N denotes the average number of non-empty elements in both service models. Function w is a logistic function, which makes the weights of the components with number of elements close to the average increase rapidly. Also, logistic function prevents the over-influence caused by components with excessive number of elements. The graph of function w with N =3 is shown in figure 4 . 
Structural Matching Example
In this section we demonstrate a running example of abovementioned matching algorithm. For simplicity's sake, we purposely eliminated some elements from the GCM models. This example calculates the structural matching degree of two web services. For service advertisement, S a , we use service from section 3.4.1, which is described in GCM as: 
And for service request , we use another service from the publication field, S r , described in GCM as:
The matchmaking start by calculating the semantic inputs using ISemMatch(A, R), in this case the result obtained is 0.140 based on the ontology showed in figure 5 .
The output match returns a zero as concept books:Price and books:Person has no direct subsumption relation between them.
For the syntactic keywords, the similarity between the two sets of the keywords from service description is calculated using simple path similarity measure with WordNet as a lexical database, and the result obtained is 0.5667.
To aggregate these three degree of match (OSemMatch(A,R)=0, ISemMatch(A,R)=0.140 and KMatch(A,R)=0.5660), the weight of each component is calculated:
The final degree of match of S r and S a is:
Behavioral Matching
In this previous section we proposed several different algorithms for calculating the degree of match of each component in GCM independently, then used an aggregation function to combine the results. The computation of this approach is straightforward and computationally efficient.
However, some of the components are difficult to be used solely, such as preconditions and effects; some are limited under special circumstances such as the "I/O pitfall" problem stated in [14] .
In our work [6] , a graph-based matching algorithm for semantic web services is proposed. This approach intends to fully utilize all components in service description and reveal the behavioral information by extracting a subgraph from the ontology based on the service description.
When both service request and advertisement consist of semantic concepts, this approach can be used complementarily to the structural matching approach defined in the previous section.
Service Behavioral Graph
To exploit the behavioral information of a service, we consider a service as a mapping from its inputs to outputs. For semantic web services, inputs and outputs are instances of certain ontological concepts. As ontology can be represented by a multi-relational graph, where each vertex denotes a concept and each edge denotes a relation between concepts, a service thus can be further considered as a sub-graph of ontology.
This sub-graph is a set of relations and concepts that connect inputs and outputs. These relations and concepts are referred as critical elements. Besides inputs and outputs, other components in GCM such as preconditions, effects, tags and textual information may also contribute in identifying these critical elements.
For example, figure 5 illustrates a partial view of the ontology used by the second novel reservation service defined in SAWSDL. By using components of GCM, we identified the concepts Novel, Person, Calendar-Date and the object property isReserved as critical elements.
Then a path that connects input, Novel, to output, Person, and pass through relation isReserved is established, this path (strong elements in figure 5 ) is thus called the "Service Behavioral Graph". 
Matching Algorithm
The degree of behavioral match of two services is calculated using the difference between path pairs in their service behavioral graphs. As a path is a sequence of concepts and relations, the difference can be considered as the edit distance (number of operations required to transform one of them into the other) between two paths. Various distance metrics can be employed, such as Hamming distance, Levenshtein distance and Damerau-Levenshtein distance.
Function dif shows how the difference between two paths is calculated.
The final degree of match between services' behavioral graphs is the lowest degree of match of the best-matched path pairs.
This result can be used complementarily to the method described in the previous section.
This approach is limited by the quality of the ontologies used by services, therefore, one of our ongoing work is to take into account the quality of ontology during the calculation of services' behavioral similarity. One intuitive measurement of ontologies' quality is the ratio of number of concepts to number of relations.
Concept Alignment
In the previous section we saw that current service matchmaking algorithms are based on checking the relations between the concepts that appear in the different fields of semantic service descriptions. If the concepts being compared are defined in different ontologies then semantic alignments must be considered instead of obtaining a fail match.
An alignment (or mapping) between two ontologies O and O' can be described as a quadruple [7] : <e, e', n, R> where: -e and e' are the entities between which a relation is asserted by the mapping (e.g., formulas, terms, classes, individuals) -n is a degree of trust (confidence) in that mapping -R is the relation associated to a mapping, where R identifies the relation holding between e and e'.
In this work we are not concerned about ontology matching techniques, but on the use of alignments. Thus, we are interested in representing and querying mappings between ontologies. We propose using RDF as the language for expressing alignments, so that they can be published on the web and queried using SPARQL. In particular, we use the format of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative 8 . 6 shows an OAEI-like concept alignment segment represented in RDF/XML format, the "measure" of concept similarity could be obtained by human evaluation or other automated/semi-automated ontology alignment approaches (although it is out of the scope of this work). This repository then can be queried using SPARQL as shown in Fig. 7 , where possible similar ("=") concepts are queried. SELECT In case that two concepts involved in a service matchmaking process are contained in different ontologies, or the similarity value obtained using the function sim(C1,C2) is zero (FAIL), our system will query the concept alignment repository to attempt to obtain an existing similarity measure. The confidence measure obtained from the alignment is considered the conceptMatch(C R ,C A ) value between the concepts in sameAs relations ("="). In the case of subclass relations, note that we cannot calculate sim since we only know the relation but not the distance between C 1 and C 2 . For the moment, the values 0.75 and 0.25 are considered for C R subsuming C A and vice versa, respectively. This is a matter of future research.
Related Work
Some (not many) other efforts have been made trying to align or compare different service description approaches. As we mentioned in section 3.2, we set out from existing conceptual comparisons between popular semantic web service languages [19, 21, 29, 33] to obtain a general model description of services that facilitates their discovery.
Giantsiou et al. [12] propose a service meta-model in which found services are transformed and represented in RDF. Their meta-model and discovery approach is influenced by light weight approaches (SAREST [37] and SAWSDL). In [17] , Klush et al. proposed another meta-model called PIM4SWS which is similar to OWL-S model and focuses mainly on semantic information carried by web service description. Differently, we focus on both lightweight and semantic techniques, allowing other description models.
Most of the current approaches to Semantic Web Services matching, particularly those based on OWL-S, are based on subsumption reasoning on concepts included in the descriptions (e.g. [23, 28] ). Klusch et. al [14] present a hybrid matchmaker that complements logic based reasoning with approximate matching techniques from Information Retrieval. In this sense we propose a hybrid approach, which combines subsumption checking, concepts similarity, and information retrieval. However, we focus on the integration of several different service description models.
The directory service using a common model (AT-GCM) in the same direction as iServe [31] uses the minimum service model to address interoperability, the difference is that our board to consider Tag-Cloud, and keywords free text for use in the directory.
Ambite et al introduced a system (DEIMOS) for constructing semantic web service from online sources automatically in [1] . DEIMOS uses an existing semantic web service as a seed, by calculating the syntactic similarity and a brute-force invocationobservation learning process, DEIMOS semantically annotated an external source. Differently to our approach they use only inputs/outputs to characterise services. Also, they use the Local-As-View (LAV) [20] datalog rules to describe the sources. We use RDF instead, although this does not reduce expressivity against LAV, in fact DEIMOS generates an RDF graph from LAV descriptions.
In addition, A. Heß introduced a web service classification approach using machine-learning techniques in [13] . Even though the evaluation showed a remarkable accuracy, no information about computational efficiency was shown. As techniques such as Naïve-Bayes and SVM could be noticeably computationally expensive, this approach might not be entirely suitable for service discovery in a large, open environment.
Conclusion
In this paper we have dealt with the problem of service discovery in open systems. We proposed an architecture that has semantic alignment as a first citizen component. In particular, we discussed in detail the alignment of service description models, and the transformation of them into a RDF common model. Although we provided with an alignment mechanism for a set of service description languages, other languages can be easily integrated into. In effect, if such new model fits into the proposed GCM only the adequate mappings have to be specified. Otherwise, new characteristics might be added to the GCM to account for those new languages, and considering them empty for the previous models (additionally those legacy models might be completed with the corresponding mappings to the new characteristics).
Regarding computational aspects, note that the mapping of service advertisements to the GCM can be done at registration time, so we only need to process the service request at run time (as well as the matchmaking algorithm).
We also proposed the combination of service matching and concept similarity into an integrated service-matching framework. Domain ontologies can be specified using different languages. We address that aspect at the semantic concept matching implementation level, where we consider (for the moment) ontologies written in RDFS, OWL and WSML. At the service model mapping level we only need to copy the concept without any reasoning with the ontology.
The implementation and evaluation of the proposed framework is part of our ongoing work, including adapting an appropriate lexical database for syntactic information handling (for example, an customized WordNet dedicated to web services), automated category discovery and other model enrichment techniques to fill the missing components from service descriptions. We plan to adapt, transform and extend existing test collection (e.g. the OWL-S TC, SAWSDL TC) as a starting benchmark for our experiments, for evaluation, existing and mature frameworks for semantic evaluation at large scale, such as SEALS 9 and SME2 10 are ideal choices for our future work.
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